Abstract-Transportation mode detection with personal devices has been investigated for over ten years due to its importance in monitoring ones' activities, understanding human mobility, and assisting traffic management. However, two main limitations are still preventing it from large-scale deployments: high power consumption, and the lack of high-volume and diverse labeled data. In order to reduce power consumption, existing approaches are sampling using fewer sensors and with lower frequency, which however lead to a lower accuracy. A common way to obtain labeled data is recording the ground truth while collecting data, but such method cannot apply to large-scale deployment due to its inefficiency. To address these issues, we adopt a new low-frequency sampling manner with a hierarchical transportation mode identification algorithm and propose an offline data labeling approach with its manual and automatic implementations. Through a real-world large-scale experiment and comparison with related works, our sampling manner and algorithm are proved to consume much less energy while achieving a competitive accuracy around 85%. The new offline data labeling approach is also validated to be efficient and effective in providing ground truth for model training and testing.
I. INTRODUCTION
Identifying individuals' transportation modes, such as stationary, running, walking, driving, riding metro, riding buses, using wearable sensors has been studied for more than ten years [1] . Researchers have shown its great advantages in many applications, such as monitoring one's daily physical activities [2] , estimating personal CO 2 emission [3] , conducting large-scale transportation surveys more efficiently and accurately [4] , [5] .
Same as other classification tasks, high accuracy of transportation mode identification is the focus of most of the previous works. However, while the accuracy has reached a very high level, there are still two issues which present it from practical large-scale applications like transportation surveys.
The first issue is large power consumption. Mode identification with high accuracy requires several types of sensors and high sampling frequencies, and thus draws a lot of power from the host device. As a result, battery life of the host device can be shortened dramatically, which makes it either unacceptable for users or unrealistic for long-duration applications.
The second and not well discussed issue is the difficulty in obtaining large and diverse data sets with accurate ground truth labels (true transportation modes). Such data are called labeled data and are crucial for model training and testing. The data sets used in mode identification research are people's commuting data with location and Inertia Measurement Units (IMU) values. Their size refers to length of duration or distance of the data. Their diversity refers to the number of different data collectors, because same person tends to travel in a certain pattern everyday. A large and diverse training data set prevents over-fitting problem, while a large and diverse testing data set makes the model evaluation more convincing. If the training and testing data sets are collected by the same group of people, there is little variance between the two data sets. As a result, the accuracy can be higher than its real level, i.e., the accuracy is often overestimated [6] . Table VII lists the data size and number of data collectors of related work. It is clear that even though some of them do have a large set of training and testing data, they all suffer from a limited number of data collectors.
The bottleneck of increasing number of data collectors is the typical way of obtaining ground truth label (referred as data labeling in the following), in which data collectors need to report their true transportation modes through either questionnaires or smart phone APPs. This approach requires specific training to the collectors and tedious post-processing procedures, thus consuming lots of time and energy. It also introduces errors to labels as people cannot focus all the time during their commuting trips.
In this paper, we adopt a low-frequency sampling manner and develop a corresponding mode identification algorithm to achieve much lower power consumption compared with the state-or-art works. Three types of sensors are used, namely accelerometer, magnetometer and Wi-Fi scanner. The device samples the sensors and performs a local feature extraction process every 15 seconds. A hierarchical structure and three separate classifiers form the mode identification algorithm. The proposed manner and algorithm can be implemented in many platforms, including smartphones, smartwatches, and any other portable devices with necessary sensors.
Another contribution of our work is that we propose an offline data labeling approach and implement it in both manual and automatic versions. "offline" here means that we don't need the data collectors to record or report their true modes during or after the data collection. This approach allows us, the researchers, to label the collected data partially without any information from the collectors, which releases the data labeling workload and enables large-scale data collection of thousands of participants.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our approaches, we implement them in a real world large-scale application. The results are then compared with other works. It is validated that our sampling manner and mode identification algorithm consume much less energy while maintaining a good level of accuracy, and meanwhile, our offline labeling approach can efficiently help provide large and diverse data sets for training and testing.
II. RELATED WORK
Related works trying to solve the above two issues can be summarized as four types. The first three are aimed at reducing power consumption of mode identification while the last one tries to deal with the conventional tedious and error-prone data labeling method. Reducing the types of sensors used. Due to high power consumption of GPS, [7] , [8] only use accelerometer, but the results show their weakness in differentiating different some vehicle types. Meanwhile, [9] , [10] conduct mode identification using only GPS data. Their accuracy is unfortunately not well balanced across different classes. Also, since GPS doesn't work indoor and underground, they cannot detect indoor walking and metro trips. Other than accelerometer and GPS, [11] tries to use barometer only. It surely saves more energy but it does not differentiate vehicle types and has a low accuracy in identifying walking. Therefore, if we want to identify transportation modes in a fine precision with well balanced and high accuracy, both of IMU and location sensor are necessary. Using alternative location sensors. Because GPS consumes very high power, its alternatives have been tried in mode identification. [12] senses the geographical movement of user by extracting features from serving cell tower ID and received signal strength. The resulted overall accuracy is above 85%, but it only identifies three modes: stationary, walking and driving. [13] replaces GPS with Android's Network Location Provider which localizes the device using cell tower and Wi-Fi signals. Their method can identify vehicle types and achieves an overall accuracy above 80%. This work proves the success of GPS alternatives in mode identification. Decreasing sampling frequency. Sampling less frequently can also help reducing power consumption. In Table VII , related work with their sampling frequency and performance are listed. [14] adopts the lowest sampling frequency, every 1 minute, but it cannot identify vehicle types. Among those which identify more modes and achieve an accuracy above 80%, 1 Hz is the lowest sampling frequency [5] . Adopting semi-supervised or unsupervised learning. There are only a few works trying to deal with the difficulties in obtaining large-quantity and diverse labeled data set for identifying travel modes. [15] proposes a semi-supervised learning approach to deal with this issue, in which they apply Virtual Evidence mechanism to fill missing labels in partially labeled data sets. This approach only requires data collectors to label each mode chunk once at a random moment and is showed to produce good accuracy. However, engagement of collectors is still needed. [16] tries a completely unsupervised learning approach to skip the data labeling step, but unfortunately didn't report very good performance.
Compared with previous works, the proposed power-saving solution achieves a good balance between consumption and accuracy. We replace GPS with Wi-Fi based localization and further reduce the sampling frequency to every 15 seconds. Although the data quality is restricted, the specifically designed algorithm helps to maintain mode identification accuracy on a competitive level.
Meanwhile, unlike semi-supervised and unsupervised learning cases, our offline data labeling approach release the involvement of data collectors while still being able to provide useful labels. With a small amount of manual engagement from researchers, it can provide full-scale labeled data sets for training and testing models.
III. DATA DETAILS

A. Background
This work is motivated by a nationwide project "National Science Experiment"(NSE) in which over 50,000 students from Primary, Secondary and Junior Colleges were volunteered to each carry a specially designed device equipped with various sensors, as shown in Figure 1a and 1b, for one week in 2015 and 2016. During the week, these devices keep sensing and uploading part of their data to the server when being connected to specific hotspots equipped in the participants' schools. The project was initially designed as a participatory experiment for youth to experience crowd-sensing techniques, and data from the project after anonymization is open to interesting research questions. Given such a large spatialtemporal data set with Inertia Measurement Units (IMU), identifying the transportation modes of participants is the basic task before doing higher applications such as understanding mobility patterns and evaluating city traffic. On the way to finish this basic task, this work was developed to overcome the data quality limitations and lack of ground truth labels in NSE, but it can also be extended to other platforms like smartphones.
B. Power-Saving Sampling Manner
The NSE device is designed separately before this work, whose details can be found in [17] . Its main design goal is to have a low-cost and power-saving device for a one-week crowd-sensing experiment without charging. To optimize the cost and power consumption, Wi-Fi based localization is used to replace GPS and a low-energy sampling manner is designed through trials and errors As shown in Figure 1c , the sampling manner works with a 13-second duty cycle. First part of the cycle is a idle waiting period which significantly extends the lift time in the field. If there is movement detected from 9-axis IMUs, the waiting period lasts only 10 seconds, otherwise its maximum duration can be one hour. After idle waiting, the device spends two to three seconds scanning surrounding Wi-Fi hotspots and checking uploading availability. Finally, it uses the last one second for data collection and feature extraction. Within this second, the environment sensors are sampled once while the IMUs are sampled 100 times, because motion varies much faster than environment. To minimize the size of uploaded data, we don't upload the raw data of 9-axis IMUs, namely 3-axis accelerometer, magnetometer and gyroscope. Instead, statistical features calculated from them are uploaded together with the environmental readings. The raw data and features used for mode classification will be elaborated in next section. To make use of NSE data, we adopt this preset sampling manner of the device and develop the corresponding mode identification algorithm. However, depending on different applications, the sampling manner can be adjusted accordingly, and the developed algorithm will still be suitable.
C. Collected Data and Features
As shown in Figure 1b , the NSE device is equipped with one Wi-Fi module, several environment sensors and 9-axis IMUs. Data it uploads to the server include:
• Information of surrounding Wi-Fi hotspots scanned every 13 seconds, including MAC address, Service Set Identifier (SSID), and Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI);
• Environment sensor readings sampled every 13 seconds, including light intensity, sound pressure, relative humidity, ambient temperature, pressure, and infrared temperature; • Statistical features from one-second raw IMU data extracted every 13 seconds, including the standard deviation of magnitude of accelerometer readings, maximum of magnitude of accelerometer readings, mean of magnitude of accelerometer readings in y-axis, the standard deviation of magnitude of gyroscope readings, mean of magnitude of gyroscope readings, and mean of magnitude of magnetometer readings. Once the data is uploaded to the server, the server calls the Skyhook API to convert the Wi-Fi hotspots information to estimated latitude and longitude.
To make our work extendable to other applications, we limit the data types used in our algorithm. Table I lists the types of data used in the following sections. All these values are sampled every 13 seconds during the data acquisition part of each working cycle. 
IV. IDENTIFICATION ALGORITHM
A. System Overview
Five different modes are identified in our work: stationary, walking, riding a metro, riding a bus, and riding a car. While the Wi-Fi based localization and low sampling frequency help to save a lot of power consumption, they also cause poor data quality, namely data sparsity, inaccurate and incomplete localization. To overcome these issues, the mode identification algorithm adopts a hierarchical structure which consists of three separate classifiers as shown in Figure 2 .
After necessary data cleaning and feature calculation process, more features will be obtained for each working cycle, which are listed in Table II . Together with variables in Table  I , they form up one data sample standing for one working cycle of the device. These data samples are then classified one by one into vehicle samples and non-vehicle samples by a sample-wise vehicle-or-not classifier. Vehicle samples are those which belong to vehicle trips, while non-vehicle samples are those which can either be walking or stationary. A heuristic smoothing procedure is then applied to the classified samples to further improve the classification accuracy. After smoothing, vehicle samples and non-vehicle samples are processed separately. Adjacent vehicle samples are accumulated into different vehicle segments, and each of these segments is further classified into different vehicle types by a segmentwise classifier. The samples belonging to the segment are then assigned with the same vehicle mode as the segment. One the other hand, non-vehicle samples are classified into either walking or stationary individually by a sample-wise walkingor-not classifier.
The key idea behind this overall structure is to conduct vehicle type classification on segments instead of individual data samples. Traditional approaches classify data sample into different modes one by one and then smooth the results. In our case, due to the data sparsity and poor-quality localization, performing vehicle type classification on each sample directly is very hard. On the other hand, if combining vehicle data samples into an entire vehicle segment, high-level features such as average velocity and total travel distance can then be extracted and used to perform a much easier vehicle type classification on segments.
B. Vehicle Segment Detection
As the first part of the system, catching vehicle segments accurately is the basis to achieve a good overall identification accuracy. Therefore vehicle segment detection is conducted by two steps: a) Classifying each data sample using the sample-wise vehicle-or-not classifier, b) Smoothing the classified data sample sequence to remove unrealistically short vehicle or non-vehicle segments.
The sample-wise vehicle-or-not classifier is an Adaptive Boosting (AdaBoost) classifier which consists of 30 decision tree classifiers. The features used to train this classifier are shown in Talbe II. According to the usage ratios of each feature inside the weak classifiers (decision trees in our case), AdaBoost training algorithm is able to tell importance ratios of all involved features. The ratios are added up to one.
As shown by the importance ratios values in Talbe II, MOV AVE VELOCITY is the most effective feature as ex- pected because people travel faster in vehicles. The other four features share the rest importance evenly. STD ACC is a indicator of physical movement. When it is high, the participant is very likely to be walking and thus not in a vehicle. MEAN MAG and STD MEAN MAG 5WIN are good indicators for riding metros. When they are high, the participant should be riding metros and thus in a vehicle. NUM AP is useful here because there are more Wi-Fi hotspots when people are sitting or walking compared with riding vehicles.
After classification, there could be a lot of noises existing in the results. For example, a few samples could be classified as vehicle while all the other samples adjacent to them are classified as non-vehicle, which is obviously false because vehicle segment must last for a certain duration. To deal with these noises, a structure prediction algorithm such as Hidden Markov Model (HMM) can be adopted here to perform a smoothing process. Due to easiness however, here a heuristic smoother is used to simply remove unrealistically short nonvehicle segments among vehicle segments and short vehicle segments among non-vehicle segments.
C. Walking-or-Not Classification
After vehicle segment detection, all the non-vehicle data samples are then further classified into either walking or stationary modes by a sample-wise walking-or-not classifier.
Same as the vehicle-or-not classifier, walking-or-not classifier is an AdaBoost classfier. It contains 10 decision trees as its weak learners and uses only three features as shown in Table II . According to the importance ratios, STD ACC and MOV AVE VELOCITY are the dominant features because physical motion and geographical movement are very good indicators to differentiate walking and stationary. TIME DELTA is an indicator of whether the device just awakes from sleeping mode. When no motion or movement is detected, the device's idle waiting time is increased and it falls asleep. Once any motion is detected, the device wakes up and TIME DELTA sampled at that moment is much larger than normal values. Including TIME DELTA in the features of walking-or-not classifier makes sure that the sleeping period is classified as stationary.
D. Vehicle Type Classification
All the detected vehicle segments are classified into different vehicle types by using a Random Forest classifier. The classifier has 30 decision trees as the weak learners and uses totally 17 segment-wise features as shown in Table II .
These features can be summarized into three types:
• Features which describe how close to public transportation lines the recorded travel track is, including features from BUS DIST BEGIN to METRO DIST STD in the • Features which help to distinguish one specific mode, including WAITING TIME, STD MEAN MAG and PERC FAIL LOC. If WAITING TIME is large, it means that the participant waits for a long time before starting the vehicle segment and thus he/she is very likely to be riding a public transportation. If the participant is riding a metro, the value of STD MEAN MAG is much higher than usual due to the magnetic effect from big electric motor of the metro train. Because we use Wi-Fi based localization, when the participant is riding a metro or a car, lack of hotspots can cause a failure of localization. As a result, low PERC FAIL LOC value tells a high potential of traveling by buses. Similar as AdaBoost classifiers, Random Forests are also able to provide the importance ratios of used features. From above values, it is clear that the second and third types of segment-wise features are more effective in classifying the segments into different vehicle types.
V. EXPERIMENT DATA PREPARATION
A. Data Collection
There are two different data sets used for training and testing purpose in this work: NSE data set and Lab Experiment data set. Both of them were collected using the NSE sensing devices described in Section III.
The NSE data set used is only one small portion of the entire data set collected during the National Science Experiment (NSE) in 2016. The entire NSE 2016 data set contains data of 4388 volunteered students who wore the NSE sensing devices on their necks with lanyards during daytime for one week. All data are anonymous and securely handled. Total duration of this data set is around 250,000 hours, and total distance of traveling is around 189,000 km.
Since the first data set doesn't have any ground truth labels originally, it is labeled afterwards by the proposed offline data labeling approach. However, due to its nature, the offline labeling can only provide four types of labels: non-vehicle, riding a metro, riding a bus, and riding a car. Therefore, to provide labels of walking and stationary, and to conduct an evaluation of the offline labeling approach, the Lab Experiment data set was collected in an additional small-scale experiment. In this experiment, we recruited 15 volunteers to collect data using the NSE device. While wearing the devices, they were also required to record their real-time true modes through a specially developed Android APP. The total duration of collected data is around 200 hours, and the total distance is around 3000 km.
The entire NSE data set is used as training data. One portion Fig. 3 . Example of judging the true modes of a trip offline with reference to routes of different modes from Google Map: Cyan dots stand for morning trip of a student, orange dots for afternoon trip, red line for Google bus route, blue line for Google metro route, Green line for Google driving route and yellow line for Google walking route. Its obvious that the morning trip follows the bus route while afternoon trip follows the metro route. Based on this idea, we can label the data after collection, saving manpower and avoid recording errors.
of the Lab Experiment data set is used as training data, and the rest is used for testing.
B. Data Labeling
In order to train and test the mode identification algorithm described in Section IV, it is necessary to obtain ground truth labels (true transportation modes) of the two data sets. An offline labeling approach is proposed to label the NSE data set, while traditional label recording approach is used to obtain labels of Lab Experiment data set.
1) Offline Labeling Approach: Because the participants in NSE are mostly primary and secondary school students, it is not possible to train so many students to record or report their ground truth labels for us. Therefore, the data collected in NSE have no ground truth labels from the collectors. On the other hand, to make use of the data, we need the labels. An offline data labeling approach is then implemented to label the NSE data set after it is collected and stored in the cloud. The main idea is that traveling between same end points using different transportation normally results in different geographical tracks/trajectories (see Fig. 3 ). By comparing the recorded travel track with all possible routes of different transportation tools, one can tell the true transportation modes which the commuter experiences.
Based on this idea, a web portal is firstly implemented for researchers to manually label the true modes of each data sample along the trip. The web portal, as shown in Figure  4 , displays all the data samples with valid locations on the map for each trip. Through the User Interface (UI), researchers can choose to display routes of different transportation tools returned by Google Directions API on the map. Supplementary   Fig. 4 . User interface of the manual labeling portal.
information such as total travel distance and duration is also provided. For each trip, the user compare the geographical shape, duration and distance between the real track and different Google routes. If there is one Google route which is almost the same to the real track in terms of all the attributes, the user can then label the data samples along the real track accordingly. All the points without valid positions but within a commuting segment labeled will also be assigned the same type of travel mode as its surrounding points. If no best-fit Google route is found, this single trip is skipped, left as unable to label offline.
One trip, mentioned above, is defined as a sequence of data samples between two significant stays, such as students' home and school. Because the offline labeling approach deals with one trip at each time, the data of each device on each day are firstly processed to catch the trips, following two steps: a) Applying velocity-based filtering and Density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise (DBSCAN) to detect significant stays of the participant on that day; b) The data segment between each two significant stays is then a trip.
To further simplify the process, the above offline labeling approach is also automated. For each trip, we take the first and last points with valid location as the origin and destination of a query sent to Google Directional API. The API will then return one set of all possible routes of different transportation tools between those end points. For each type of transportation, the returned routes are generally more than one. To select the most similar Google route with the real route in terms of both location and time, we design two features to describe their similarity:
• Geographical Similarity, which describes the level of trajectory similarity between candidate route and real
, where A real is area of the convex hull for all the real routes points, A dif f is the total area of polygon(s) encircled by the candidate routes and real route. If there is intersection between the two routes, there will be more than one polygon generated. In most cases, the closer two routes are to each other, the larger R overlap will be as A dif f is smaller.
• Duration Similarity, which describes the closeness in duration between candidate route and real route.
, where T real is the time duration the entire real route, T test is the time duration the entire candidate route. We compute a similarity score based on these two features and select the Google route with the highest score which is the most similar to the real route. If the highest score is still below a pre-set minimum score, the automatic labeling process fails to find a qualified ground truth route and thus the current trip is skipped. Otherwise, we treat the selected Google route as the ground truth route, and assign the travel modes suggested by the ground truth route to corresponding data samples along the real route by a sample-wise mapping process.
Due to the nature of this offline data labeling approach, it has three drawbacks:
• It is only able to provide four types of labels, namely non-vehicle (walking or stationary), metro, bus and car.
• It fails occasionally because of failure in finding a qualified reference Google route.
• The labels it provides are not 100% accurate. Despite of these drawbacks, the proposed offline data labeling approach is still attractive because it avoids the traditional tedious and time-consuming data labeling way in which data collectors need to record their true modes during the collection. With its help, we can now make use of existing unlabeled data sets for mode identification, or conduct large-scale crowd-sensing experiments without participants' involvement in labeling the data.
2) Labeling the Lab Experiment data set: As lab experiment is more controlled, we want to obtain more accurate ground truth to evaluate the offline labeling approach as well as to provide labels of walking and stationary. An Android APP to collect the ground truth label was developed. During the data collection, each volunteer in the lab experiment was asked to bring an Android phone and record their true modes in the APP, by changing the status of travel mode whenever he/she entered a different travel mode. The APP recorded the UNIX timestamp and correct travel mode. We synchronized the recorded labels with sensing data uploaded by the NSE device to assign the ground truth label to each data sample.
3) Evaluation of Offline Labeling Approach: To evaluate the performance of our portal-based manual labeling method, we use one portion of the Lab Experiment data set. The data is firstly labeled manually using the method. Then these labels are compared with the labels obtained from the Android app. First half of Table III shows the confusion matrix and it reports an overall accuracy of 98%. Also, 82.1% of the data samples are successfully labeled by the manual labeling method. These results indicate that our portal-based manual labeling method is applicable to provide ground truth labels for the data.
To evaluate the performance of automatic labeling system, we compare the labels it provides with those provided by the manual labeling portal. Second half of Table III shows the comparison confusion matrix. An overall accuracy of 86% is reported and the labeling success rate is 9.4%. As expected, the automated process performs worse than the manual labeling portal with a poorer accuracy and a much lower success rate. However, because NSE data set is too large to be labeled manually thoroughly, automated labeling process is still adopted to label all of NSE data set. Results and discussions presented in Section VI show that it is proper to do so.
VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Performance of the Vehicle-or-Not and Walking-or-Not Classifiers
The sample-wise vehicle-or-not classifier is trained and tested using one portion of the NSE data set which is successfully labeled by the portal-based manual labeling method. The used data are collected by 76 students and contain 321 trips with a total duration of 175 hours and a total distance of 2215 km. 2/3 of these data are used for training and the rest are used for testing.
First two parts of Table IV show the testing results of the Vehicle-or-Not classification before and after smoothing respectively. An overall accuracy of 94% is reported. By comparing the two sets of results, one can see that the smoothing helps to improve the accuracy of sample-wise vehicle-or-not classification.
Because the offline data labeling approach doesn't provide walking and stationary labels, 1/3 of the Lab Experiment data set is used to train the sample-wise walking-or-not classifier. Its evaluation is conducted by a 10-fold cross-validation whose results are shown in the last part of Table IV. The reported overall accuracy is 79%, which is a middle-class performance compared with others in the literature. The relatively low accuracy is mainly caused by three things:
• The NSE device is hung on one's neck. This makes it harder for the device to sense people's motion compared with smartwatch worn on the wrist and smartphone put in the pocket.
• The Wi-Fi based localization cannot catch people's walking paths. When the sensor is carried by a walking person, its location values just jump between different buildings in the surroundings.
• Data collectors make mistakes when recording their true modes. Because walking and stationary change to each other rapidly and frequently, it is hard to record them correctly. 
B. Performance of Vehicle Type Classification
Unlike the previous two binary classifiers, sample-wise vehicle type classifier identifies three vehicle classes: metro, bus and car. In real world applications, the conditions of these three vehicle classes vary a lot, which requires the classifier to handle large-variety data sets. Therefore, over-fitting problem must be avoided when training the classifier, which requires a large-size and diverse training data set. As a result, we perform the automatic labeling process on all NSE data set to label it. Due to the low success rate of automatic labeling as shown in Section V-B3, only around 10% of the NSE data set is successfully labeled. But the labeled data are still very large in size and diverse: they are collected by 2200 different students and contains 4504 different trips with a total duration around 1600 hours and a total distance around 24700 km.
A 10-fold cross-validation is conducted to evaluate the performance of the vehicle type classifier. Table V shows the resulted confusion matrix and an overall accuracy of 87% is reported. As can be seen from the table, the counts of three classes are not even, so the true accuracy could be less. Moreover, because the automatic labeling itself has an accuracy around 86%, the accuracy values shown in Table  V therefore cannot be used as an absolute criteria to the classifier's performance. But it does show that the samplewise vehicle type classifier works. More convincing evaluation is conducted in the following section where Lap Experiment data with Android APP collected labels are used to test the performance of the entire algorithm.
C. Performance of Entire Algorithm
Because the above three classifiers are trained and tested separately using different data sets, a performance test of the entire algorithm is conducted using the other 2/3 of the Lap Experiment data set. The testing data therefore are labeled by data collectors using the Android APP. Because the labels Generally, despite that our data quality is poor as a cost of saving power, the developed mode identification algorithm overcomes the issues well and yields a competitive performance compared with literature. 
D. Comparison with other work
Table VII compares our work with other 9 related ones in terms of six features. We adopt the lowest sampling frequency among all. The data size used in our work is among the highest while the number of data collectors is much larger than others, which benefits from the efficient offline data labeling approach. Among those which identify same types of modes, our work has one of the best accuracy. Moreover, we use Wi-Fi based localization instead of GPS. Together with the lowest sampling frequency, this helps to save much more power consumption.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a comprehensive transportation mode identification solution to large-scale applications, includ- ing a power-saving data sampling manner, a corresponding mode identification algorithm, and an offline data labeling approach.
The sampling manner replaces commonly used GPS with Wi-Fi based localization and adopts a very low sampling frequency to minimize the power consumption. The mode identification algorithm is designed based on a hierarchical structure and successfully overcomes the restricted data quality with an overall accuracy of 81%. The novel offline data labeling approach avoids typical tedious, time-consuming data labeling methods and enables the usage of unlabeled data.
Our solution can be extended in different platforms and in different parts of the world. It deals with the issues of current transportation mode identification, namely high power consumption and difficulties in obtaining large-size and diverse labeled data. With its help, large-scale applications of mode identification become practical.
